Things4WINGS Themes
Having a theme for a WINGS Resale donation drive can be fun. Consider choosing: purses,
accessories, clothes, shoes, or jewelry. You can also combine them (Clothes and Shoes Drive),
specify by type (Sweater Drive or Children’s Clothes), or specify by season (Winter Clothes Drive).
You might even want to make it into an event or party by using one of the themes below:
1. Bag Lady
Invite your friends over and tell them to bring all of their purses, clutches, and/or totes
they no longer use to donate to WINGS. The woman with the most bags is declared the
bag lady. Have a little prize for her.
2. Afternoon Tea
Invite some friends over and have them bring their slightly used, but no longer needed
accessories to donate to WINGS. Items such as jewelry, scarves, hats, etc. are welcome.
Have them wear their accessories for tea and then discard them at the door before leaving.
3. Sip and Swap
Tell your friends to bring a bag of clothes they no longer want and have three pieces they
want to swap out with someone else while the rest are donated to WINGS. While they are
swapping clothes, provide some different wines and cheeses for them to try.
4. Sparkling Brunch
Have your friends join you for a tasty brunch while competing to bring the most jewelry
they no longer wear to donate to WINGS. Costume as well as real jewels are welcomed!
Don’t forget to have a prize for the one with the most Sparkle!
5. Glitz and Glam
Whip up some tasty desserts and have your friends over for a movie night. Tell them to
bring their red carpet formal wear, furs, and high-end jewelry they no longer wear (it can
only be seen once on the red carpet) to donate to WINGS.
6. Clean out the Man Cave
Have your significant other gather his friends to watch the latest game and ask them to
bring the clothes and shoes they no longer wear so you can donate them to WINGS (this
will make their significant others happy too).
7. Birthday Party
Add a twist to your child’s birthday party by adding a giving component that helps other
children. Have the children not only bring a gift for your child, but a bag of clothes and/or
toys they no longer use to donate to WINGS.
8. Costume Party
Whether it is Halloween or you just want to get dressed up, invite your friends over for a
costume party. Tell them to bring their old unwanted costumes to donate to WINGS. This
is a great party for both adults and/or kids!

